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We start with a quiz: What were the most Populated U.S.
“cities,” in 1700, 1790, and 1800? [Source: Internet (for 1700) and
U.S. Census, for 1790, 1800]

1700 Boston, 6 700; New York, 4 900; Philadelphia, 4 400.
1790

1800

Philadelphia 49 000
New York 33 000
Boston 18 000
Charleston 16 000
Baltimore 14 000
Salem, MA 8 000

Philadelphia 62 000
New York 60 000
Baltimore 26 000
Boston 25 000
Charleston 19 000
Salem, MA 9 500

In 1800, Salem had the highest mean per-capita income of any
urban center in the United States. Elias Derby, of Salem, was,
reputedly, the nation’s richest person (Peabody Essex Museum,
undated). He is said to have been North America’s first millionaire.

Salem had become famous for something more than its
notorious witch trial. It was well known for its lucrative
shipping links to India, and its contributions to the spice trade.
Elias Hasket Derby (1739-1799)
(from a painting by James
Frothingham (1786-1864)

Elias Hasket Derby, at one time
reputedly North America’s richest
person, established a school of
navigation in Salem for young seamen
He hired competent teachers, and
many young men availed themselves
of this opportunity. [Phillips, J. D.
(1947). Salem and the Indies: The story
of the great commercial era of the city.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
p. 77]
Salem had many other very wealthy
people.

“To the Farthest Port of the Rich East”: Salem found its
fortune in the East Indies trade. Statement by Charles H. P.
Copeland , Librarian of the Peabody Museum of Salem, MA

“The little port of Salem, in these 30 years
between the Revolution and ‘Mr. Madison’s
War’ of 1812, was a powerhouse of world
commerce. Seldom a day passed when a
vessel did not clear for foreign ports or
when some sharp-eyed boy did not come
running to ‘King’ Derby to collect a Spanish
silver dollar for the news that a returning
Salem ship stood off Baker’s Island.”.

Tamara Thornton’s (2016) 416-page
Nathaniel Bowditch and the Power of
Numbers, was published by the
University of North Carolina Press. It
is one of many books on Bowditch—
yet, curiously, he is little known today.

But our real story, today, is
about this man—Nathaniel
Bowditch (1773 –1838).

The book captures the feel of the
major shipping port, Salem, during
and after the Revolutionary War. By
the time Bowditch was 30 in Salem he
was the rock star of his time. He
eventually directed a number of
companies which still exist today, and
was inducted into numerous scientific
and learned societies throughout the
USA and Europe. His personal
library (donated to the Boston Public
library after his death) was larger
than the one Thomas Jefferson used
to establish the Library of Congress.

“Nat” Bowditch had seamanship in his blood. Here is a page
from Uncle John Bowditch’s (1750) Navigation Cyphering
Book (held in the Phillips Library, Salem)

John Bowditch was a
member of a famous seafaring Salem family.
In the early 1780s, a young
Nathaniel Bowditch, son
of a former captain (but
who
was
now
an
alcoholic),
desperately
wanted to prepare his own
cyphering books,
but
poverty forced him into an
early apprenticeship.

A page from another Uncle’s (Ebenezer Bowditch’s) (1751)
navigation cyphering book (held in the Phillips Library)
There were many distinguished
sea captains from the various
branches of the Bowditch
family in Salem.

Young Nathaniel Bowditch
(1773-1838) was born into a
family, and into a community,
that had a close affinity with all
matters concerned with the sea.
As we said, he had “seamanship
in his blood”!

Summary of “Nat” Bowditch’s Early Life (from Wikipedia)
1773: Born, in Salem, MA. Son of a former sea captain, who had become an
alcoholic, and was now a cooper. “Nat” was the fourth of seven children.
1783: Mother died. Had to leave school at 10, initially to work as a cooper.
1785: Indentured, for 9 years, as a bookkeeping apprentice. He looked after a
maritime-related shop. Taught himself algebra, then calculus, then Latin,
then French.
1795 Went to sea as ship’s clerk. On five trips (to India) he would be clerk,
supercargo, and finally captain, and part-owner. Married Elizabeth
Boardman in 1798, but she died soon after. Began to read Isaac Newton’s
Principia, and Hamilton Moore’s, The New Practical Navigator (and,
later, Pierre-Simon Laplace’s Mécanique Céleste).
During his long voyages he corrected many errors in Hamilton Moore’s
The New Practical Navigator, to the point where Edmund Blunt, a wellknown publisher, decided to publish Bowditch’s revised version (The
New American Practical Navigator) in its own right. “The
Bowditch” would became the most widely-used navigation guide in the
world. It was issued to new U.S. Navy trainees until the 1960s. In 1800,
he married his cousin, Mary Ingersoll, and they had 6 boys and 2 girls.

“Bartering,” and “Loss and Gain”
“The pepper trade burst into bloom in 1801 when two famous ships,
the Belisarius and the America brought home between them over a
million pounds. Captain Nichols, of the Belisarius, bartered for a lot
of pepper in Sumatra and Manila, He returned via the Cape, and
then proceeded to Rotterdam where he bartered the cargo from
Sumatra and Manila for furniture, etc. None of the pepper remained
and, after having been away for almost two years, he returned to
Salem with a cargo of highly saleable European commodities. [J. D.
Phillips (1940). Pepper and pirates: Adventures in the Sumatra pepper
trade of Salem. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, p. 47]
Great reckoning skills were required of a ship’s “supercargo,” who
bartered goods from port to port, always aiming to improve profit
percentages. Perhaps the most famous log setting out details of
bartering was prepared by Nathaniel Bowditch, supercargo aboard
the Astrea, on a trip to Manila, 1796–1797 (see McHale & McHale,
1962).

“America’s First Insurance Actuary”?
Whether the Wikipedia article on Nathaniel Bowditch (1773–1838) is
correct in its description of Bowditch as “America’s first insurance
actuary,” is something we’ll leave you to decide. What is certain is that
Bowditch was one of the greatest of the early U.S. mathematicians, and
perhaps the greatest-ever U.S. navigator. His story is definitely worth
telling.
We conjecture that Bowditch was responsible for setting the example
which resulted in the high standard of mathematical excellence which
now undergirds actuarial science in the United States, and perhaps in
the world. “Well begun, half done,” they say!
But who was Nathaniel Bowditch, and why is his story worthy of being
the subject of a talk like this? Let’s have a closer look. Neither of us are
actuaries, and so you need to realize that we are giving this talk as
“outsiders.” We hope it inspires some serious scholarly research on
early actuarial science in this country, and especially on the way
mathematics became the cornerstone of the profession.

Nathaniel Bowditch, who left school at 10,
takes on Insurance (1803–1838)
1803: President of Essex Fire
and Marine Insurance
Company (Salem)
1806: Turned down
offer of Chair in
Mathematics at
Harvard

1829–1838: Self-published his
reviews of Laplace’s
Mécanique Céleste

Insurer
and Actuary

1815: Declined Thomas
Jefferson’s offer to be Prof.
of Mathematics at Virginia U.
Salary would be too low.

1828: Controversially
brought down
President Kirkland at
Harvard (and also Math
Prof. John Farrar)

1823: Moved to Boston to
become actuary of the
Massachusetts Hospital Life
Insurance Company.

The Actuary—Nathaniel Bowditch
Twinney, M. (1997, June).
The actuary as a guiding
star. The Actuary, p. 13.

Perfectionist

“Bowditch left
an even
more important inheritance
to the life insurance business
and the actuarial profession
than any original scholarly
work he might have done in
actuarial
science.
This
inheritance is the absolute
integrity he demonstrated in
the conduct of his office” (p.
13).

A historian of U.S. actuarial science needs to check the
following statement by Tamara Thornton (2016). Is it true?
“Bowditch was looking to make his corporation function like the
Laplacean solar system: predictably, regularly, eternally. He ran
it accordingly, insisting on standardized forms, numbered loans,
organized bundles of letters, and bookkeeping letters as accurate
as astronomical tables. He would present the Life Office as an
impersonal and inflexible bureaucracy that could no more bend
to the circumstances and individual debtors than the planets
could choose to modify their orbits.” (p. 179)

That was his daily agenda until 2 pm. Then, he would close the
office doors, and go home to work on his mathematics. He was
still the nation’s most outstanding mathematician—although,
on that, his protégé, Benjamin Peirce, from Salem, would begin
to snap at his heels. In 1833, 24-year-old Peirce would become
Hollis Professor of Mathematics at Harvard.

Nathaniel Bowditch’s Two Major
Mathematical Achievements (among many)
He wrote The New American Practical Navigator, the most
successful navigation text in the history of the world. This
was first published in 1802 by Edmund M. Blunt’s
Publishing House. In the 1860s the copyright was taken
over by the US Government which, over the next 90
years, would release more than 50 editions of “the
Bowditch.” Reprints of his book are still sold!
He translated and annotated Pierre Laplace’s classic
Mécanique Céleste. Between 1799 and 1825 Laplace
proved the dynamical stability of the solar system, and
Bowditch not only translated this extraordinarily difficult
work, but elaborated on it in great detail.

Pierre-Simon,
Marquis
de
Laplace (1749–1827), French
mathematician and astronomer.
His work was pivotal in the
development of mathematical
astronomy and statistics. His key
work
was
his
5-volume
Mécanique Céleste (1799–1825).
In Mécanique Céleste, Laplace
translated the geometric study
of classical mechanics to one
based on calculus.
He is remembered as one of the
greatest mathematicians of all
time, the Newton of France. He is
said to have been phenomenally
gifted, mathematically superior
to any of his illustrious
contemporaries.
Bowditch was one of only a few who completely mastered Mécanique Céleste.

When we first examined the first three volumes
of Bowditch’s translation and commentary …
We were astonished that anyone with Bowditch’s detached
existence from the mathematical epicenter of Europe could
have achieved what he did. Bowditch’s grasp and fluency
with the difficult mathematics involved was amazing.
Bowditch’s theoretical achievement in his work on
Mécanique Céleste was immediately recognized and lauded
by other mathematicians. Possibly for the first time,
European mathematicians recognized that mathematical
genius did reside in the United States of America.
Bowditch’s New American Practical Navigator and his work
on Mécanique Céleste testified to his unique combination of
practical and theoretical brilliance.

The English scholar Sir John Herschel wrote in the
Quarterly Review of March 1830:
“[Bowditch’s translation is] noteworthy as the first great
scientific work issued in the United States. It leaves no text
unsupplied and hardly any material difficulty either of
conception or of reasoning unelucidated.”

To Bowditch himself, Herschel wrote these words:
“It is a work, indeed, of which your nation may well be
proud, as demonstrating that the spirit of energy and
enterprise which forms the distinguishing feature of its
character, is carried into the region of science; and every
expectation of future success may be justified by such a
beginning” (Quoted in Smith & Ginsburg, 1934, p. 94).

Robert Adrain, distinguished mathematician at
Columbia College, New York felt moved to comment on
the reaction to Bowditch’s translation of Laplace’s
Mécanique Céleste :

“There has been a fluttering among the stooled
pigeons at this achievement of our countryman;
and the automaton professors there begin to
open their eyes at last to see what has been
snatched from them.”
Mathematical Diary (Volume II, 1826, p. 298)

European scholars were astonished at Bowditch’s
achievement. For example:
“I am more and more astonished at a task so laborious
and extensive.” (Lacroix, 1836, Quoted in Cajori, 1890,
p. 105)
“Your work is not merely a translation with a
commentary; I regard it as a new edition. …”
(Legendre, 1832, Quoted in Cajori, 1890, p. 105)
“It is a proud circumstance for America, that she has
preceded her parent country in such an undertaking
…” (Babbage, 1832, Quoted in Cajori, 1890, p. 105)

In the 1820s, Bowditch was elected President of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and he
remained in that position until his death in 1838.

(March 20, 1838) “Resolved: That the Fellows of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences entertain the
liveliest sense of the exalted and extraordinary attainments
of their late President who stood pre-eminent among the
men of science in the United States, and who, by universal
consent, has long been regarded as one of the most
distinguished mathematicians and astronomers of the age.
We consider his reputation as one of the most precious
treasures of our common country.”
(Resolved by Mr Edward Everett, and unanimously
adopted by the Fellows of the Academy)

The American historian of science and mathematics, Florian
Cajori (1890), probably underestimated Bowditch:

“The question may be asked, how should Bowditch be
ranked as a mathematician? In answer to this we may say
that he was acknowledged by all as having stood at the head
of the scientific men of this country, and to have contributed
more to his country’s reputation more than any other
contemporary scientist” (p. 90)
Cajori said that although Bowditch was the first in line of
American mathematicians, his work was not original enough
to be at the same level as Newton or Gauss or Laplace.
Perhaps … but, in 1810, probably no-one else in North
America could have achieved what Bowditch achieved. And
remember, whereas Newton had been at Cambridge, Bowditch
had been an apprentice at Salem.

In 1806, Harvard College needed to appoint a new
Hollis Professor of Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy.
The position was offered to Nathaniel Bowditch who
did not hold a degree, and had not formally studied
mathematics at school. Bowditch declined the offer.
After Bowditch had declined the offer, the selection
committee had to decide between two people–Dr John
Farrar (who was successful) and a Salemite, Ichabod
Nichols (who was the uncle of Benjamin Peirce).
Ironically, Nathaniel Bowditch would be responsible
for “forcing” Farrar to resign in 1828.

The Mathematical Lineage Began in Salem
Bowditch sent his children to Salem Private Grammar
School, and at that school young Henry Ingersoll
Bowditch, Nat’s son, began a lifetime friendship with a
bright young boy called Benjamin Peirce. It was through
this friendship that Nathaniel Bowditch got to know
Benjamin Peirce.
Bowditch passed on the mathematical baton, that had
been handed to him through the writings of Newton and
Laplace, to his young protégé.
In the Houghton Library at Harvard University, we found
letters from Peirce to Bowditch, seeking mathematical
advice from the master. Peirce knew his place.

Two Giants of Early
American Mathematics

The genius:
Nathaniel Bowditch
(1773–1838)

… and his protégé
genius: Benjamin
Peirce (1809–1880)

The young 19-year-old Peirce proof-read Bowditch’s
translation and annotations of Mécanique Céleste. Bowditch
wrote at the end of Volume 1:

Considerable pains have been taken to print this
volume as correctly as possible; but several errors of
the press have been discovered, by a young friend
who has read the work before publication. Most of
these mistakes have been corrected with a pen. The
reader is requested to make the following additions
and alterations:
That “young friend” was, of course, none other than
Benjamin Peirce, who would later become Professor of
Mathematics at Harvard.

Peirce, himself, always acknowledged the
genius of his mentor, Nathaniel Bowditch.
In Peirce’s (1853) address as retiring President
of the American Association, he paid tribute to
Bowditch, and said that “we must despise the
base servility to foreign superiority, which
affects to look down from the heights of the
cosmopolite upon the duty of patriotism, and
scorn it as an abomination” (p. 15).
Peirce also commented on the need to repel
“foreign arrogance with dignified contempt”
and “to do homage to true greatness” (p. 15).

Benjamin Peirce would be recognized as the “father of
pure mathematics” in America (Cohen, 1980).
In 1833 the 24-year-old Benjamin Peirce became Professor
of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Harvard. He
would remain a Professor there until his death in 1880.
He systematized and modernized the Harvard
mathematics curriculum, and introduced a strong
graduate program. Yet, like the master, he always wanted
to combine the “pure” with the “applied.”
For example, he was superintendent of the U.S. Coast
Survey from 1867 to 1874.

“Mathematical research in American
universities began with Benjamin
Peirce. His influence on students and
contemporaries was extraordinary.”
(Archibald, 1925, p. 8)
The American Mathematical Monthly for January
1925, was almost entirely dedicated to recognition of
Peirce’s life and influence. It reproduced, in full,
Peirce’s 133-page pioneering article, “Linear
Associative Algebra,” originally distributed in 1870.

Salem was indeed the Cradle of North American
Mathematics.
We believe that today’s U.S. historians of mathematics
(see e.g., Parshall, 2003), have not sufficiently heeded the
words of Peirce. They have tended to argue that modern
research mathematics in America really began in the mid1870s when Professor J. J. Sylvester, a British algebraist,
came to Johns Hopkins University and fashioned a
graduate program there, and established a viable
mathematics research journal.
Such an argument is based upon a historiographical
approach which interprets history by looking backwards
from today’s mathematics. Parshall (2003) accuses others
of doing that, but we believe she does it herself, and that
such an approach in this context is seriously flawed.

We should celebrate the fact that in Salem in the 1790s, a
poverty-stricken young genius wanted to understand and
explain the mysteries of the universe. He wanted to do that
in terms of the best mathematics available at that time. He
would provide the spark that set a fire going.
The story of higher mathematics in North America should not
be written in terms of a well-paid “outsider” coming across
from Europe to show what needed to be done, to lead a local
push toward a new day that would ultimately place the United
States into the modern European mathematics research stream.
That interpretation verges on being insulting—insulting,
especially, to the memory of a young Salemite named Bowditch
and a brilliant young Peirce. They did it their way! And, by so
doing, prepared the way for the development of a full
mathematics research community in the United States.

U.S. mathematicians have created a misleading narrative about
the history of U.S. mathematical research endeavors. Let’s hope
actuarial scientists get their side of the story right!
The argument that the American mathematical research community
effectively began with the appointment of the Englishman, J. J. Sylvester,
at Johns Hopkins University in 1876, has hardened into received tradition
(see, e.g., Parshall, 2003). Although both Karen Hunger Parshall (2003)
and Morris Kline (1972) recognized both Nathaniel Bowditch and
Benjamin Peirce as outstanding mathematicians, neither Kline nor
Parshall (2003) paid much attention to Bowditch’s and Peirce’s efforts in
laying a foundation for a strong U.S. mathematical research community.
Bowditch’s original contributions to mathematical thinking were
enthusiastically endorsed by European mathematicians, and were seen by
them as the genesis of research mathematics in North America. Bowditch’s
direct links with another Salemite, Benjamin Peirce suggests that Salem
might properly be regarded as the cradle of mathematics research in the
United States of America. Was Nat Bowditch also the father of actuarial
science as a discipline in own right in the United States? Why not pay a
visit to Boston, and Salem, search the archives, and find out!
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But there’s more–
Arguably, he was:
• The greatest-ever
U.S. navigator.
• first really serious
U.S. actuary.
• greatest early U.S.
mathematician.

Thank you all. We are very honored by your
invitation for us to speak on this occasion.
We particularly want to acknowledge the support
of the staff at Phillips Library, Salem, in our
archival investigations. also acknowledge the
assistance of archivists at the Houghton Library
(Harvard University), the Butler Library
(Columbia University), and the Clements
Library (University of Michigan).
And, of course, we also want to acknowledge the
support of the Mathematics Department at
Illinois State University, especially Dr. George
Seelinger.
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